The interfacial abruptness and uniformity in heterostructures are critical to control their electronic and optical properties. With this perspective, this work demonstrates the 3-D atomistic-level mapping of the roughness and uniformity of buried epitaxial interfaces in Si/SiGe superlattices with a layer thickness in the 1.5-7.5 nm range. Herein, 3-D atom-by-atom maps were acquired and processed to generate iso-concentration surfaces highlighting local fluctuations in content at each interface. These generated surfaces were subsequently utilized to map the interfacial roughness and its spatial correlation length. The analysis revealed that the root mean squared roughness of the buried interfaces in the investigated superlattices is sensitive to the growth temperature with a value varying from ~0.2 nm (±13%) to ~0.3 nm (±11.5%) in the temperature range of 500-650 ℃. The estimated horizontal correlation lengths were found to be 8.1 nm (±5.8%) at 650 ℃ and 10.1 nm (±6.2%) at 500 ℃. Additionally, reducing the growth temperature was found to improve the interfacial abruptness, with 30 % smaller interfacial width is obtained at 500 ℃. This behavior is attributed to the thermally activated atomic exchange at the surface during the heteroepitaxy. Finally, by testing different optical models with increasing levels of interfacial complexity, it is demonstrated that the observed atomic-level roughening at the interface must be accounted for to accurately describe the optical response of Si/SiGe heterostructures.
Heterostructures have been a rich platform to engineer a variety of low-dimensional structures and devices. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] In such systems, the nature of the interfaces is a crucial factor that ultimately defines their basic properties and performance. For instance, it is well known that several terahertz to infrared sources and detectors operate on the basis of intersubband transitions across semiconductor quantum wells, wherein the linewidth of these transitions depends strongly on the interface roughness. [7, 8] This becomes more prominent in quantum cascade structures where the electronic states are spread out over several quantum wells and encompass several interfaces whose roughness is not correlated. [4, 7] The spatial correlation of the vertical height distribution of buried epitaxial interfaces is important parameter to evaluate the performance of quantum cascade structures because it underlies crucial information required to evaluate the scattering matrix. [9] In fact, the interface roughness in a cascaded structure induces intersubband scattering between electronic states when the correlation length matches the inverse of the momentum needed for the process. However, despite their importance, direct measurements of the horizontal correlation length for the buried interfaces are still conspicuously missing in literature. As a matter of fact, this correlation length is currently used as a fitting parameter to theoretical models. [10] Additionally, the precise knowledge of the roughness of buried interfaces has also become increasingly critical in silicon (Si) gate-allaround designs recently introduced for the 7 nm technology node and beyond. [11] These architectures are based on Si/SiGe superlattices (SLs) where selective wet-etching of the SiGe layers is used to release the Si layers and form vertically stacked Si nanosheets. The Si/SiGe interfacial width and irregularities before the etching are expected to determine the roughness of Si nanosheets and hence the extent of charge carrier surface scattering and the overall performance of the final device. The control of the interfacial abruptness and the thickness uniformity has also implications in the development of Si-based direct bandgap semiconductor materials by superimposing a periodic SL potential onto the crystal lattice potential. [12] A periodic sequence of a few atomic planes of Si and Ge leads to a new larger lattice constant in one direction and, consequently, the Brillouin zone is reduced along this axis. A proper choice of the SL period length results in a Brillouin zone folding such that initially indirect conduction band minima are shifted back to the center of the reduced Brillouin zone, giving rise to direct electronic transitions. Inevitably, the implementation of these photonic structures requires a meticulous control of the roughness and abruptness at each interface.
The elements above highlight the importance of understanding the interfacial properties of epitaxial multilayer structures. With this perspective, this work describes a method to and so on. In addition to S-16, the other investigated samples are S-12, S-6, and S-3. S-16 and S-12 were grown at 650 ℃, S-6 at 600 ℃, and S-3 at 500 ℃. The mean Ge concentration of the Si 1−x Ge x layers within the SLs is in the ~25 to ~30 at.% range, and their thickness varies from ~40 nm to ~60 nm (Table 1) . Herein, cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy (XTEM) and three-dimensional (3-D) atom probe tomography (APT) are combined to elucidate the properties of heteroepitaxial interfaces (see details in experimental method).
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) models at increasing levels of complexity were developed to evaluate the impact of the interfacial sharpness on the optical response of the investigated heterostructures (see details in experimental method). possesses the highest number of interfaces and therefore provides the larger statistics on any interfacial parameter that is being measured. Hence, the APT investigations of the interface properties have been demonstrated in the following sections using this SL, but the same methodology was applied to investigate the interfacial properties in all the other SLs. The evaporation of atoms being the most uniform from the center of an APT tip, [13] only atoms from within the black cylinder (diameter 30 nm) at the center of the 3-D reconstruction in Figure   1 (b) were extracted and the corresponding 3-D reconstruction is shown in Figure 1 (c)-top.
Note that as the 3-D reconstruction in APT can often be subjected to artifacts as far as the length scales of features are concerned. Thus, the correlation with XTEM data has been followed to optimize the APT reconstruction parameters, as shown in Figure 1 and (x ′ , y ′ ) separated by a distance τ and is given by H(τ) = 〈|z(x, y) − z(x ′ , y ′ )| 2 〉, where z(x, y) is the height of the interface at the position (x, y), relative to a mean plane and τ =
[(x − x ′ ) 2 + (y − y ′ ) 2 ] 1 2 ⁄ . [14, 15] For a pixelated color-coded image like the one in the inset of Figure 2 (a), the following equation was used to calculate the correlation function:
where M ′ and m ′ are respectively the total number of pixels and the separation between two pixels on the image during a line scan along an arbitrarily chosen axis, and N ′ is the total number of scan lines required to encompass the whole interface. The pixel size in the colorcoded images are the grid parameter (1.0 nm × 1.0 nm × 1.0 nm voxel size) used during the 3-D reconstruction. The evolution of H(τ) as a function of τ for interface number 24 (from top) of sample S-16 is shown in Figure 2 (a).
Phenomenologically, the height-height correlation can be fitted by the function
], where σ is the RMS roughness, ξ is the horizontal correlation length, and α is called the Hurst parameter. [14, 15] The data in Figure 2 (a) was fitted with the function H fit (τ) (red line) in order to estimate the parameters σ and ξ. It is clear from Figure   2 (a) that H(τ) exhibits two distinct regimes. First, a linear increase where H(τ) strongly depends on the value of τ, implying a strong correlation between any two points situated at (x, y) and (x ′ , y ′ ). Second, the regime where H(τ) becomes independent of τ, implying no correlation between any two points situated at (x, y) and (x ′ , y ′ ). The point of crossover from the first regime to the second, where the correlation function starts to flatten out is the one that defines the horizontal correlation length ξ. For interface number 24 of S-16, σ of ~0.2 nm and ξ of ~8.4 nm was estimated from the fit. A similar example using a randomly selected interface of sample S-3 is shown in Figure S3 . Figure 3 (a) are IVASgenerated one-sigma statistical error, the magnitudes of which are √C i (1 − C i ) N ⁄ , where C i is atomic fraction of the i th element within a bin and N is the total number of atoms within a bin. [16] The inset of Figure 3 (a) shows the rising (top) and falling (bottom) Ge concentration profiles, zoomed into the 12 th and the 9 th interfaces from the bottom of the SL. In this work, rising (Si→ Si 1−x Ge x transition) and falling (Si 1−x Ge x →Si transition) are denoted relative to the direction of evaporation in APT, which is opposite to the growth direction. The raw data was fitted using the sigmoid function:
where c 0 is a vertical positioning parameter, x 0 is a horizontal positioning parameter, d 0 is a scaling parameter and the parameter ℒ determines the value of the interface width. [17] For the two interfaces shown in the inset of Figure 3 The mean value of σ for S-3 is about 34% smaller while the mean value of ξ is 24%
larger as compared to that of S-16. The interface properties of sample S-6 (grown at 600 ℃)
are quite similar to that of sample S-16. As far as the interface widths are concerned, the data suggests that there is no Ge segregation during the Si overlayer growth atop the Si 1−x Ge x layers in any of the samples. The phenomenon of Ge segregation has long been thought to be one of the main processes limiting the realization of sharp interfaces with identical widths for both Si 1−x Ge x → Si transition and the reverse transition. [18, 19] The fact that the width and roughness of the Si 1−x Ge x → Si transitions are comparable to that of the reverse transitions indicates that Ge segregation is suppressed during the growth of SLs. Note that the rate of Ge surface segregation is often reduced when the growing surface is covered by some surfactant atoms like H or chlorine. [20] The surface H that is produced by the carrier gas as well as from the dissociation of disilane and germane on the growth front seems to be effective in preventing the Ge segregation. Bulk diffusion can be reasonably assumed to play an insignificant role, since it is an energetically unfavorable process. [21, 22] The interface width for the samples investigated here might simply be determined by an atomic exchange process between the subsurface atoms and ad-atoms on the growing surface. This is a kinetically controlled surface phenomenon, with activation energies of a fraction of an eV. [23] In the absence of bulk diffusion, the atomic exchange in a surface layer halts when the subsequent growing layer sweeps across the entire surface. The analysis shows that the interface roughness is more significant for a wider interface as compared to a relatively sharper interface. The buried interfaces are defined as iso-concentration surfaces, which were created in the first place by fitting the 3-D atomic distribution (within each voxel) by polygons. More intermixing across the interfaces consequently leads to a larger uncertainty in placing polygons within each voxel, precisely at the predefined Ge concentration. The interfaces, defined as iso-concentration surface, which are nothing but a combination of all these polygons, turn out to be rougher when compared to an interface with relatively less intermixing. In the following, the effects of this atomic-level roughening on the optical properties of the investigated SLs are discussed.
SE studies were first carried out to independently assess the thickness of the buried interfaces. The recorded optical response is shown here to provide a quantitative measure of the interfacial broadening in the investigated SLs. To build any ellipsometry model, an initial estimate of the thicknesses and composition of each layer is required. To this end, symmetric (004) and asymmetric (224) HRXRD spectra (not shown here) were measured for all SLs and fitted using standard dynamical simulations. HRXRD was used to ensure that the SE investigations of the SL interface widths are completely independent of any inputs from XTEM and APT. Table 1 were obtained from HRXRD. All the optical models take into account the Bruggeman effective medium approximation (B-EMA). [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] The approximation combines the dielectric functions of two adjacent layers to form the dielectric constant of the interface. In the model labelled M int 1−EMA , the dielectric constant of an interface was taken as a combination of the dielectric constants of Si and Ge. However, for M int 2−EMA , a combination of the dielectric constant of Si 1−x Ge x and Si was used. In the M int 1−EMA model, EMA % represents the average Ge content within the host material Si. Third, a new parametric graded interfacial alloy model (M int σ ) was introduced where the Si content inside the interface layer is graded (described by equation (2) between two consecutive steps is smaller than a set tolerance value of 10 -3 and the gradient of Δ Err S−m (equation (3)) is minimized. Knowing the optical properties of Si and Si 1−x Ge x thin layers is also required to implement the optical models. To this end, pseudomorphic Si 1−x Ge x layers with Ge content below 54% and a thickness between 19 and 33 nm were used to extract the optical properties of Si 1−x Ge x layers in the SLs. [29] Those of Si layers were evaluated from a reference sample consisting of 12 nm-thick silicon-on-insulator (SOI), which was characterized for an angle of incidence (AOI) between 60° and 85° (see Figure S9 ). and M int 2−EMA (52%) models. This is a clear indication that the interfacial broadening must be considered for an accurate analysis of the optical response of the investigated SLs.
From Table 2 , the rising and falling interfacial widths are higher than 2.0 nm for all SLs. Additionally, the Ge EMA at.% is very small (below 10 at.%) for the M int 1−EMA model, whereas it is above 50 at.% for the M int 2−EMA model. This discrepancy indicates that modelling the Si 1−x Ge x − Si interface as a mixture of two materials having different optical properties is likely an invalid approximation. Next, from the M int σ optical model, it is possible to estimate the Ge at.% at the interface, which corresponds to the variable d in equation (2) . An average Ge content between 12.0 and 16.0 at.% was estimated for the falling interfacial layer (Si 1−x Ge x → Si) for all SLs, while for the rising interfacial layer (Si → Si 1−x Ge x ) the average Ge content was found to vary between 11.0 and 17.0 at.%. Furthermore, as shown in Figure   5 (b), the interfacial width obtained from the M int σ model gives a more reasonable estimation as compared to the EMA-based optical models. and falling (Si 1−x Ge x → Si) interfacial widths estimated from APT, EELS, and SE. It is interesting to highlight that the average relative difference between SE and EELS values of the rising and falling interfacial widths are 55% and 39 %, respectively. This relative difference is much larger when SE is compared to APT. However, while the influence of the interface roughness on the optical properties is clearly demonstrated here, it remains very challenging to precisely quantify this interfacial roughness using SE. The latter seems to always overestimate the interfacial broadening as compared to APT and EELS, but only by less than 1 nm. Note that this difference may perhaps come from the fluctuations associated with the lateral scale probed by each method.
In summary, by using Si/SiGe as a model system, APT-generated 3-D maps of SLs and buried interfaces have been employed to quantify the interfacial roughness and the heightheight correlation length have been obtained for a variety of sub-10 nm heterostructures. The analysis of iso-concentration maps revealed that the RMS roughness of the buried interfaces is sensitive to the growth temperature with a value varying from ~0.2 nm (±13.0%) to ~0.3 nm (±11.5%) in the temperature range of 500-650 ℃. For SLs grown at 500 ℃, the RMS roughness was found to be ~30% smaller and the horizontal correlation length ~24% larger, as compared to those grown at 650 ℃. A similar behavior was also observed for the interfacial abruptness, which was found to be practically identical for both Si → Si 1−x Ge x and Si 1−x Ge x → Si interface. These studies lay the groundwork to systematically investigate the effects of growth parameters (carrier gas, purging steps between the growth of different layers, different precursors and their partial pressures, material systems, etc.) on the properties of the buried interfaces and their effects on the overall performance. Finally, SE-based optical investigations
revealed that an accurate analysis of the optical response of a multilayer heterostructure must take into account the broadening at the interface between different layers.
Experimental section
Growth of the SL samples: The latter were grown at different temperatures in a reduced pressure chemical vapor deposition (RP-CVD) reactor, on 300 mm undoped Si(001) wafers, using disilane and monogermane as precursors, and hydrogen as carrier gas.
Cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy: The sample preparation for APT and XTEM was performed in Dual-FIB microscope, using the standard lamella lift-out technique.
The XTEM analysis was conducted in a double cross-section-corrected FEI Titan microscope, operated at 200 kV. The microscope was fitted with Gatan quantum energy filter and a highbrightness electron source. The images were recorded using a high-angle annular dark field detector and the data were processed using the digital micrograph GMS3 software.
Atom probe tomography:
Prior to the APT tip fabrication in Dual-FIB, a 50 nm thick Ni capping layer was co-deposited on all the samples (using an electron-beam evaporator) in order to protect the top-most part of the samples from ion-implanted damage during the tip fabrication process. APT achieves electric field-induced evaporation of atoms as cations, in a layer-by-layer fashion, from the surface of a needle-like specimen, with the assistance of an ultra-fast pulsed laser. [30, 31] In this work, the field evaporation of individual atoms in the APT was assisted by focusing a picosecond pulsed UV laser (λ = 355nm), with a beam waist smaller than 5µm, on the apex of the needle-shaped specimen. The laser pulse repetition-rate was maintained at 500 kHz throughout. The evaporation rate (ion/pulse) and the pulse energy were Spectroscopic ellipsometry: Room-temperature pseudo-dielectric functions ε(ω) = ε 1 (ω) + iε 2 (ω) were measured with an automatic rotating analyzer, variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (VASE). [32] The samples were mounted and optically aligned with a He-Ne laser in a windowless cell. SE data were collected in the energy range of 0.5-6.0 eV with a 0.01 step size, using multiple angles of incidence (AOI), ranging from 20° to 85°. The Si substrate without HF dip, was also measured by SE under identical conditions to obtain reference data for bulk Si, which compared well with data from Palik [33] . Having a complete and precise structural characterization of the studied SLs is of paramount importance to build an accurate optical ellipsometry model. Indeed, when the optical constants or film structures of a sample are not known well, the ellipsometry results must be cross-correlated with other measurement techniques. To that end, the XTEM-and APT-based structural characterization constitutes a complementary analysis to SE to accurately estimate relevant parameters for the optical model like the periodicity m and the thicknesses of each layer in the SLs. (4) 40 (1) 37 (1) 
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Supporting Information Section 1: Additional details of APT
Note that the top few Si and Si 1−x Ge x layers in the APT reconstruction in Figure 1(b) of the main manuscript appears to be artificially intermixed with the Ni atoms from the capping layer.
This feature showed up in all the APT reconstruction of all the samples investigated in this work. In all likelihood, the microbalance controller in the electron-beam evaporator gave a faulty reading and the Ni layer was much thinner than the expected 50 nm. As a result, towards the end of the tip fabrication when the tips were being polished, it is likely that the energetic Ga + ions were able to pass through this thin Ni layer and get implanted at the top part of the SL, resulting in this artificial intermixing of the top 7-8 nm of all the samples. The layers that happen to fall within this 7-8 nm region from the top, are consequently left out in our analysis.
An APT reconstruction always makes an implicit assumption that the surface wherefrom the atoms are being evaporated (as cations) is hemispherical. However, when a tip makes a transition from one material to another with different evaporation fields (F ev ), the radius of curvature of the tip (r tip ) changes locally to accommodate the difference in their F ev .
A material with higher F ev requires a smaller radius of curvature compared to a material of lower F ev in order to maintain the same evaporation rate, according to the relation F ev = V bias kr tip ⁄ , where k is a constant related to the shape of the tip and V bias is the dc voltage applied to the tip. This phenomenon is known to cause artificial expansion and compression at the interface of two materials with different F ev , the artificial expansion occurring while making a transition from a material with lower F ev to a material with higher F ev while the compression happening during the reverse transition. If the z-axis is taken to be the axis of the tip, then the artificial compression and expansion at the interface of two different materials causes an artificial increase and decrease in the atomic density respectively, at the center of the 3D distribution. A z-redistribution algorithm was proposed by Vurpillot et al. (details in reference [1] ) that relaxes the atomic density in the z-direction, thereby correcting this artifact.
Some improvements in interfacial widths were also reported after performing the densitycorrected 3D reconstruction. However, for the samples investigated in this work no difference in the interface widths were found for the 3D APT reconstructions performed with or without the need for density correction. The analysis of the VASE experiment in hetero-structured Si 1−x Ge x /Si multilayer systems can enable the assessment of the critical point (CP) energies as well as information on interfacial thickness, crystallinity, roughness and composition of individual layers. In ellipsometry, the measured ratio ρ of the reflection coefficient rp and rs can be expressed in terms of the amplitude ratio tan Ψ and the phase angle Δ:
where the two ellipsometry parameters Ψ and Δ can be obtained directly from the SE measurements; r p and r s represent parallel and perpendicular reflection coefficients to the plane of incidence, respectively. The complex pseudo-dielectric function ε(ω) = ε 1 (ω) + iε 2 (ω) can be derived from SE data by using a three-phase model, and is defined as follows
where φ is the angle of incidence (AOI). For each sample, the SE measurements were undertaken for energy ranging between 0.5 eV and 6 eV with a step size of 0.01 eV at several AOI φ to increase the accuracy of the subsequent analysis. The non-focused spot size has a diameter of around 2 mm, and so a projected major axis between 4.7 and 7.7 mm (for angles of 65° and 75°, respectively). While ε(ω) is the "true" function for bulk material in the absence of an overlayer, it is called the "pseudodielectric" function for multilayer (including just bulk plus overlayer) systems. In such cases, the genuine values can only be obtained using multiphase models. [5] Once the model has been built, one varies the physical parameters using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to minimize the mean-squared error (MSE) defined by
where N is the number of data points (all photon energies, incidence angles, and samples), M the number of parameters, ρ i exp the three experimental quantities (ellipsometric angles Ψand Δ and depolarization) at each data point, ρ i mod the quantities calculated from the model, and
Δρ i exp the experimental errors. The MSE is a figure of merit for how well the present set of parameters fits the ellipsometric data. However, to accurately estimate the interface thickness, an angle dependant iteration procedure needs to be undertaken. and the sample homogeneity is that none of the samples exhibited depolarization (<1%) for the energy range studied here. It is quite well-known that when the optical constants or film structures of a sample are not known well, the ellipsometry results must be justified using other characterization methods. In general, there are two boundary conditions that can be applied when setting the initial iteration and for confirming the physical validity of the converged value after iterations. First, the thickness should not be lower than the thickness of a one-unit cell of the materials. For films, this is the thinnest physical limit for the layer-by-layer deposition, while for interfaces this takes into consideration any interface roughness effects. Second, the thickness should not be higher than five times the photon penetration depth, D, since beyond this limit the material can considered to be bulk-like from an optical point of view. [5] A rigorous treatment of the photon penetration depth inside the (Si) m /(Si 1−x Ge x ) m SL has been elaborated in section 3.4. The effective penetration depth for all the samples is approximately 1-50 nm above 2.5 eV, whereas it can reach up to 30 µm for photon energy below 2.5 eV, which is more than enough to cover layer thicknesses of 2-10 nm and an interfacial width of ~1-2 nm. To accurately model the interface thickness in the SL, special care needs to be given to the ellipsometric measurement to guarantee that the optical fitting process will converge to a physical solution. Briefly, an incident-angle dependant iteration was used where the number of AOI is closely related to the number of interfaces in the SLs. [6] A detailed explanation of the measurement procedure is presented in section 3.3. Starting from the HRXRD initial estimation of the thicknesses of the Si and Si 1−x Ge x layers, as well as the Ge content in each SL with a ±20% variance, the experimentally obtained SE data was fitted to all the optical models described below. used, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] is coupled to ℒ via d int (i) = 4ℒ. Grading is achieved by dividing the thin film into a series of sublayers that have varying optical properties to approximate the index gradient profile. It is important to note that because ellipsometric models always consider optically homogeneous layers [4, 5] and any layer gradient described by a mathematical function must also be discretized into homogeneous sublayers. However, choosing arbitrarily large numbers of sublayers can be computationally demanding. To find the optimal number of sublayers , the mean squared error (MSE) change was investigated with respect to . Due to the thin interface layer, the MSE was found not to improve for bigger than 21. Thus, for the M int Si and Ge is assumed, whereas in M int 2−EMA the interface is composed of a physical mixture between Si and Si 1−x Ge x . Finally, a graded interfacial layer is also studied in the M int σ model where the Si content in the interface is determined by a sigmoid function as described in equation (2) of the main manuscript.
Details related to the optical model:
Incident-angle dependant iteration procedure:
The theory describing wave propagation in a stratified medium is well established in literature. [4, 5, 12] It allows accurate evaluation for the reflection coefficient of a single thin film or a multilayered structure on a substrate.
Developing the exact expression for the reflection coefficient is out of the scope of this work.
However, for a multilayered system with N layers (L N is the N th layer), the obtained reflection coefficient, r amb,SL and from equation (E1), ρ, Ψ, and Δ depend on the dielectric constant of each layer in the SL and the substrate, along with the thickness of each layer and the angle of be fabricated. This can be achieved with a proper growth control, but it is still a challenging task. In the other hand, varying the AOI φ is the better choice. The Ψ and Δ measurement need to be done at 6 or more different incident angles (55°, 60°, 65° 70°, 75° and 80°) for the S-3 samples. Table T1 presents the different AOI considered for each sample to diversify the equation (E4) Table T1 : AOI for the measurement of Ψ and Δ for the different SLs. The total number of the AOI need to be equal or bigger than the number of the interfaces. approximating the Si dielectric constant within the SLs with that of a 12 nm layer, is a stronger approximation than using its bulk counterparts. In Figure S9 (b), a comparison between the bulk c-Si [13] [14] [15] and the 12 nm thin-film c-Si is shown, where the black and green crossed circles is the dielectric constant of the thin-film c-Si. From Figure S9(b) , the difference in the dielectric constant is noticeable for the energy range between 3.46 and 4.21 eV, which corresponds to the E 1 , E 1 + Δ 1 , and E 2 interband transitions in Si. 
Sample
Section 4: AFM Characterization
Quantifying the morphology of the top surface of the (Si 1−x Ge x ) 3 (Si) 3 ⁄ gives insight into the growth quality of the superlattice, and the dislocation distribution in the sample. Figure S10 shows the root mean square (RMS) surface roughness of the S-3 sample. 
